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Cheeku is not too big
Or too small.
She's not too short
Or too tall.
She doesn’t talk a lot,
Or play too long.
But Cheeku always speaks up
When she sees something wrong.
Cheeku won’t be found
Swimming in a pond,
Or climbing a tree.
If you go to a busy market,
Cheeku won’t be there
On a spending spree.
One day there was a storm,
And off went the light.
The darkness and shadows

Gave everyone a fright.
Cheeku was brave,  
She didn't bawl.  
She quickly lit a lamp,  
And told stories to all.
With song and dance and stories, hooray,

Cheeku drove the darkness away.
A Girl Called Cheeku
(English)

It's just an ordinary day for Cheeku and her friends. But then something extraordinary happens. Will Cheeku save the day? A story that celebrates individuality and reminds us that each one of us is special.

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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